
Kristin Begun - NOAA Affiliate


From: Kristin Begun - NOAA Affiliate


Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2019 3:50 PM


To: Barbara Byrne - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Stan/SJR section coordination for Tuesday COB


Okay, I've gone through and accepted most the track changes from previous comments/edits (per Naseem's


suggestion) and renamed the doc "2.5 and 2.6 East Side Effects V13 MASTER". All the previous track


changes/comments are saved in "V12" in the archive folder. Naseem had also made some comments that I


mostly addressed. Some of DOI's comments say "let's discuss," but obviously there's not time for that so not


sure how to address those.


I'd suggest saving your version as "V14 MASTER" so we can address any unresolved comments after today.


Good luck and let me know if I can help further with any comments. I'll be working on EFH section, which is


low priority.


Kristin


Kristin Begun | Biologist


Contractor with Lynker Technologies


Water Operations and Delta Consultations Branch


NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region


kristin.begun@noaa.gov


On Sat, May 25, 2019 at 10:05 AM Barbara Byrne - NOAA Federal <barbara.byrne@noaa.gov> wrote:


Garwin and Cathy -- Please weigh in if my plan of attack doesn't sync up with what you expected to hear,


and I will check back in if Kristin not available this weekend.


Kristin -- Per yesterday's meetings and post-meeting debrief, it was decided that responses to the DOI comments for


all effects sections are due Tuesday COB, when the updated drafts will be passed along to the I&S leads. Some


targeted elements will be shared with Reclamation Tuesday COB and a full "peer review package" will be shared with


Reclamation on Friday (after another internal review).


Are available at all before Tuesday to help? Please let me know either way*


Plan of attack if you are available


Barb


On Tuesday by COB:


Drop in COS temp tables and add any needed text (do not plan to summarize overall suitability


narratively as we did for the PA; will note in text that temp tables are provided for COS for comparative


purposes, but that narrative summaries not provided as key for aggregate analysis is what effects are


expected under the PA).  Garwin, I started to pull together tables and modeling results to send to Kristin


and think that I can add the red-shading as fast as I can explain it.


Add some language re: Vernalis assumptions


Adjust the section with the COS-NMI, PA-NMI, PA-60-20-20 comparisons (just provide yeartype


distributions for COS and PA and include key conclusions; move full analysis into memo to the record


http://kristin.begun@noaa.gov/
mailto:barbara.byrne@noaa.gov


Add some language re: Vernalis assumptions


Adjust the section with the COS-NMI, PA-NMI, PA-60-20-20 comparisons (just provide yeartype


distributions for COS and PA and include key conclusions; move full analysis into memo to the record


for the East Side Division)


Review any edits from Kristin received Tuesday morning.


Kristin


By Tuesday morning:  Provide edits (both for DOI and any outstanding edits from internal reviews) to Barb. For


DOI comments, focus on those that relate to clarifications of the PA (note that Barb will address the


comments relating to the section on Vernalis requirement assumptions and the comments asking for temp


tables for the COS scenario).  Please consider all comments, but Maria was clear that we should preserve our


own judgment on what is appropriate to include in OUR effects analysis.


Please make all edits in track changes to the file: 2.5 and 2.6 East Side Effects V12_MASTER (probably


worth updating the version number afterwards).  DOI comments are saved the effects section folder: R:\Draft


BiOp\2_ESA\2.5-2.6 Effects of the Action\East Side Division. Don't worry about transferring over all DOI


comments (I'll assume that edits in the MASTER doc are responsive to those comments), but if there are any


comments you aren't sure how to deal with (but you think are major enough that we should try to), give me a


call or copy the comment over so I can take a stab on Tuesday.


Kristin & Barb

Tuesday afternoon: Check in to deal with any revision questions and make sure all our "parts" have been


incorporated into the MASTER doc. Post final to ROCON by COB and let ROC managers know we're done.


Barb


*Garwin and Cathy, if you're thinking that if Kristin isn't working, she won't know to let me know that, I


have texted her as well. :-)


--

Barb Byrne


Fish Biologist


NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region


U.S. Department of Commerce


Office: 916-930-5612


barbara.byrne@noaa.gov


California Central Valley Office


650 Capitol Mall, Suite 5-100


Sacramento, CA 95814


Find us online

www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov
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